
I can't make your dream come true forever ...
Doctor Who: The Movie seems to attract a lot of debate these days, and that's putting it mildly. According to a recent poll, readers of Doctor
Who Magazine seem to have acquiesced with the canonicity of its Doctor sufficiently to clamour for his reappearance in any future silver- or
small-screen Doctor Who productions. And yet luminaries of Doctor Who's old guard - Victor Pemberton, Terrance Dicks, Tom Baker - have,
in the same magazine, denounced it. More than 9 million Britons, a significam proportion of the Eastenders-viewing public, were sat in front
oftheir cathode-ray tubes to see 'that bloke from Withnail and r on a motorbike, on that Bank Holiday Monday a little over six years ago, and
yet the movie ad vanished like an embarrassment into the corner of BBC Worldwide's budget reports marked 'flop' before the New Year 1997
edition of Radio Times had been turned into bog rolls. So who, or what, are we to believe on the subject of the TV Movie? Well, how about
someone who was in short handmade Laura As;liey shorts when Survival hit the screens, and who was only converted to Who thanks to those
84-and-a-halfminutes of madness on 27~ May 19967Let's begin...

The Story
It isn't one of the best, on that count I agree with the critics. But it's no worse than some of the most mediocre things that were dreamed up
under the late John Nathan-Turner's era Watc!ilir)gBlack Orchid was interesting, but it left me feeling at the end a little bit, "Well, so?" The
Movie has the incarnation of pure evil and a global apocalypse to contend with. Now that's got 'wow factor": besides which, anyone who's
read the behind the scenes book Regeneration will know that Segal's previous attempts at Doctor Who for the 90's were either as dull as
ditchwater, or highly implausible. Americanised? Well, of course it is, it was meant to wean viewers of Roseanne for a night, rather than
preach to a number of already converted Britons. But if you look for it, there's enough tongue-in-cheek humour of a distinctly British kind to
raise a laugh, especially on the cut scene the BBC has included on the new DVD (plug plug), and the Americans, given half a chance, adore
that sort of thing. Don't take it so seriouslyl This is what family entertainment for the year 1996 actually looks like, you know...
Parenthetically speaking, I know that the Movie was shown rather too soon after Dunblane for the BBC, but if you're going to have shooting,
the Movie doesn't glorify gun culture, just gives a sharp reminder of its consequences... why and oh why did they cut that sequence?

Tile Actors
First off, Paul McGann is the Doctor. The Movie was quite explicit about the transition between the Seventh and Eighth Doctors and the Movie
was sanctioned by the BBC. So, it's canetiical. Secondly, although a post-regenemtivestory is never the best example of a day or two in the
life of the nation's favourite Time 1:6rd, there were some promising signs about the new octor's character development. Unpredictable
without being totally psychotic; full of intelligence which is~'liothhumanistic-and alien; possessed et: a sense of danger without being overly
dark: a recipe for the perfect Eloctor, surely? McGann plays the rol as to the manner born. And.thil'diy, what the hell's wrong with having a
bloody attractive film star playing the Doctor? It's worked since (think ofrhe Curse ofithe Fatal Death).

Oh yes. Grace. I thought if took guts On the part of Jacobs and Segal to have' arguably the first 'professionaI' companion sinee the days of Liz
Shaw. A thirty-five year old career woman is hardly totty, blonde or no, and considering that the most traumatic thing ib happen on the
morning of December 31$1; 1999 is that het boyfriend moves out and some good-looking weirdo stalker who claims to be an alien sort of moves
in, her reactions to the even weirder events late~that day are fairly realistic.

Eric Roberts' Master isn't quite Delgado, but pontraysthe Gallifreyan-in-an-American's-body rather well, and even ifhe's not your cup oftea,
well, he doesn't descend to Ainley' s silline~s in, say: Logopp/is, does he? hlllil1k, of the Mastets I've seen, t1lat he's pretty cool.

The Production l"alues
Let's face the truth, guys. The old TV: Doctor Who had some extremely well-written stories as well as some real clunkees, But theJ3BC simply
does not like science-fiction. Some individual series have managed to worm their way out into the drama budget, and they've been almost
uniformly awful (The Last Train, Crime Traveller, Invasion: Earth, Strange etc.), l"\)eproblem is that the BBC simply hasn't get the money.
This is why after half the dramas or documentaries you now see on television ;there's evidence of the Beeb's having gone cap il:J,ll,aii1ll, 0 the
Yanks. WGBH, A&E, the Discovery Channel, you name it, they'll be sponsoring if. The Aniericans, on the ether hand, have seen that SF and
fantasy is a money-spinner, ergo the proliferation of Buffy, Angel, J1ndromeda, &argate (which, incidenta1'ly,has the Sameproductioa clesignsrr
as on the Doctor Who Movie, Richard Hudolin) and all the clones thereof In that light, the TV Movie was remarkably true to the spirit ef Who,
what with the TARDIS being even bigger on the inside but wit~ID.owobbly sets. I{yeu're going to stop Who from becoming the subject df
ridicule and of stupid Knock; Knock jokes, the lavishness of the TV Movie is the way to go about it. And do remember, (RO) thanks to the
wranglings between the BBC and fox, although Segal and co. had lots of money to play with, they had very little time in which to produce a
finished product, so go easy on them, eh?
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Whenever one looks at film reviews, there's often very little mention .of'the quality of the soundtrack, unless it's by a known name, say John
Williams (whose backing music to Attack of the Clones or any ether Star Wars episode must rate as thoroughly overblown and overrated). An
yet it can make all the difference. The score, as written myJohn.Debney and friends does err in the John Williams direction, but with fur less
schmaltz and a little more British absurdity at times. It's pacy, it's heroic~it pastes over some of the plot holes almost as effectively as the
snappy direction and visual editing and I; frankly, like it a lot. The use of Puccini's One Fine Day as a unifying musical theme isn't the first
time opera has featured in Who (IDebneydoes it with greater discretion than some) and if nothing else it shows that McGann is far better than
Pertwee at carrying a tune!

To conclude: don't watch the TVMovie as a Who fan. It's not old Who, it's something new. Just be entertained.
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